
Topic: Year: 3 

Lesson 

1 

Objective: To be able to make 3-D shapes. 

Assessment Focus:  Can I identify the correct net for a 3-D cube and other polyhedra 

by building them or describing them. 

National Curriculum 

Make 3-D shapes using modelling materials; recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations 

and describe them. 

Activity: 

Key Questions 

during this 

activity: 

To begin this lesson, provide pupils with 6 Magformers squares and 

copies of the worksheets below.  

Use the sheets as a guide to making different nets of a cube – see 

how many ways to make a cube they can find.  Use the Magformers 

to create the nets.   

Adding Magformers triangles and pentagons to the groups, expand 

the learning by building other regular 3D polyhedras – tetrahedron 

(4 triangles), octahedron (8 triangles), dodecahedron (12 

pentagons), icosahedron (20 triangles). 

With the five shapes they have constructed, create a chart as 

below to discuss the properties of these shapes, i.e. the number of 

faces, vertices and edges.  Use the Magformers to create the 

nets.   

During Guided Practice, pupils are naming familiar 3-D shapes and 

matching shapes presented in different orientations.  

Can identify the features of 3-D shapes, using terms such as 

'faces', 'vertices' and 'sides'. 

Assessment 

Indicators 

Meeting: 

Pupils can build 3-D shapes from their nets.  

Pupils can identify the correct net for a 3-D shape by building 

them or describing them.  

Pupils can identify the features of 3-D shapes, using terms such as 

'faces', 'vertices' and 'sides'.  

Pupils can identify the 2-D shapes on 3-D shapes. 





Explot-e 
Net of a Cube 

Make a net of a cube. 

0 Make the following figure by putting

5 squares together. 

II II II 

f) Make a net of a cube by attaching

I other square, as shown below.

11 ii 

@) Fold the net to check if it becomes a C!) Switch the place of the last square to

cube. make different nets of a cube. 

The followi-n3 fi3ui·es o,.t-e 

o-.lSo the -nets of o,. cube. 

JI 



Examining Regular Polyhedra 
Geometry I Regular Polyhedra 

Find the number of faces, vertices, and edges of each regular polyhedron. 

1. Make regular polyhedra by using MAGFORMERS.

2. Examine regular polyhedra and find the number of faces, vertices,

and edges.

Regular Polyhedra Name 
Number of 

Faces 
Number of 

Vertices 
Number of 

Edges 
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